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Welcome
Congratulations on the purchase of your new Human. The HumanTM is the
greatest thing since Sliced BreadTM . This manual will show you how to set
up your Human and use its key features.

Warning
Risk of Electrocution Contact with a Human that is being
electrocuted may result in your electrocution.

Risk of Friendship You may form a meaningful bond with a Human.
Utilise your feelings at your own risk.

Risk of Duck It could happen to you.

Risk of Breakdown Your reality may crumble at any time.

At a glance
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Unboxing
To ensure the safe transport of your new Human, it has been delivered in a
specially designed, form-fitting package. Consult your local waste removal
service for recycling information.

Your complete Human includes. . .
• 3 x Outfits (casual, smart casual, formal)
• 1 x Curriculum vitae
• 1 x Bank account application form
• 1 x iPhone
• 1 x iPhone charger
• 1 x iPhone headphones (white)
• 1 x iPhone warranty card
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Configuration
Your Human is almost ready to go straight out of the box. All you have
to do is give it a name and select a religion. Until you choose a name and
faith, your Human will remain agnostic and respond to the name “Human”.
Choose a name and state the following command: “Human, your
new name is <say desired name>.” Our database shows that the
most popular names are Li, Chen, Zhu, Lin, Human, Wu, Noah, Ethan,
Elijah, Say-Desired-Name, Logan, Barack, Landon, Montana, Flash-flood,
Augustus, Isaac, Uriah, Vincenz, Herbert and Willie-Diego.
Choose a religion and follow the normal procedure prescribed by that
religion to enter your Human into the chosen house of worship. Your
Human will do the rest. Due to popular demand you can now select atheism
by getting your Human to read The God Delusion by Richard Dawkins.
However, a Human operates best when it has a clear religious ideology on
which to base its life decisions.

Common Tasks
At first, interacting with a Human may seem weird, but don’t worry. Here
is all you need to know to take the first steps.

Conversation
Your Human is happy to engage you in conversation on a wide range of
topics. We’re sure you’ll be pleasantly surprised by the quality of your
Human’s banter. Here are some ice-breakers to get you going.
• Hi Augustus, how are you?
• Some weather we’re having.
• Penny for your thoughts.
• Did you see Two and a Half Men last night?
Please note that your Human may not wish to talk about some issues for
religious or personal reasons. This is by design and is not an indication of
malfunction.
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Sexual Intercourse
Your Human is capable of a rich and fulfilling sex life. For optimal results, it
is best to become friends with your Human first before progressing to a sexual
relationship. If drunk or lonely, your Human will engage in meaningless sex.
This may result in unforeseen, negative consequences.

Watching TV
There’s nothing your Human loves more than to zone out in front of the TV.
Each Human has its own tastes, so you’ll need to negotiate who controls
the remote. If you have any trouble coming to an amicable arrangement,
we suggest purchasing the Humanico Personal TV Recorder.

Troubleshooting
Before contacting us with any potential problems you encounter during the
day-to-day operation of your Human, please consult this list of common
problems and their solutions.
Will my Human play nicely with other Humans? Yes, but many factors
can affect the way your Human responds to other Humans. Ensure adequate
socialisation, avoid abusing your Human where possible and spend time
strengthening your relationship with your Human. For example, go out for
dinner together, or do those little things that show you care.
I don’t like the colour. Unfortunately, the colour of your Human is
not alterable, and we cannot offer an exchange or refund under these
circumstances.
My Human is complaining about persistent feelings of loneliness and
isolation. Is this normal? This is a common problem and will resolve itself
as your Human develops wisdom and perspective. If the problem becomes
exacerbated in the short term, administer a small amount of alcohol to your
Human to numb the feeling of inescapable nothingness.
I tried calling my Human on its iPhone but we couldn’t connect.
Chances are that mobile phone coverage may not be good in your area.
Please contact your network operator.
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It’s been 6 months and my Human is still unemployed. First, ensure
that the problem is not an unfavourable job market. If employment is readily
available, consider enrolling your Human in adult education classes. It could
even be something fun you can do together.

Warranty
Deal with it.

